It appears that the intent is to reduce the bandwidth for CW on every band, 
especially 40M. This cannot be allowed to happen.

CW is the goto mode of choice in natural disasters, it is the mode used by a 
huge number of hams on a daily basis, is very popular, and is bandwidth 
friendly. According to one analysis approximately 40% of all Field Day 
contracts are made by CW, and these CW ops are crammed into much much less space 
than phone. Yeah I know the bandwith argument, but it really doesn't hold water. 
Listen to the CW segment any night that 40M is open and you'll more congestion 
that in the phone portions, at least in my experience. The space allotted to CW 
on 80M is pathetic, and will be in the proposed Region 2 band plan also, only 
they will reduce 40M to a pittance also.

Rather than being penalized by reducing CW's space, more allowance should should 
be created for it. Why should modes which require more bandwidth be allowed 
more bandwidth, simply because they are less efficient?

In this country phone operation is often associated with bad behaviour and 
language. The reduction in CW bandwidth on 80M to the benefit of more phone 
operators was particularly egregious to CW aficianados. This cannot be allowed 
to happen again, and in fact should be reversed.

I would propose space be included for QRP operations. It makes every bit as much 
sense as specifying a DX "window". QRPers bring enthusiasm, building and 
operating skills, considerate behaviour, a sense of continous improvement, 
passion, technology, and altruism to the hobby. It also appears that QRPers are 
the only subculture that adheres to the minimum power rule, notice the word MUST 
below?

§ 97.313 Transmitter power standards.
(a) An amateur station must use the minimum transmitter power necessary to carry 
out the desired communications.

Both the IARU and the US bandplan seem to be pandering to special interest 
groups, at the expense of the overall good of the hobby, in my opinion.
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